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Factor 1: How higher residential densities will be achieved 

● How should an additional 500 dwellings be accomodated in the
District Centre Zone?

● Richard Angove former Property Council Executive Director said in
2013 that, apart from in the CBD, high rise towers are not demanded
or needed in Adelaide: 

             'We can have softer mid-level development that has greater open space and
                 social amenity than our interstate counterparts, which is a bonus for us'



●

● By 2020 the Australian Population research Institute
predicts that there will be a surplus of 230,000 high
rise apartments in Melbourne and a severe shortage
of low-rise apartments that are more family-friendly
Herald Sun 7th March 2016

● We are in grave danger of building a whole lot of
ghost towers as in Docklands

● Property Investment Professionals of Australia
(PIPA) : ''Investors should avoid medium and high
density apartments in most Australian markets
including Adelaide'', InDaily

●

●  

  



Reasons for not encouraging high-rise development (1)
● ''High-rise apartments are bad to live in and bad for society'', Professor Kerry Clare 

who designed the award winning Docklands Library, She won the 2010 gold medal
award for architecture 

● Melbourne urban planning expert professor Michael Buxton argues that high-rise
apartments separate people from the street. ‘What high rise does is separate large
numbers of people from the street so that we end up with a city that is detached from
street life, we end up with a city that is based on enclaves and gated communities’

● Jan Gehl, former Adelaide Thinker in Residence, argues that 'they lack a human
scale'. After extensive study of how humans behave in different  environments, he
has concluded that the most comfortable building height for urban pedestrians is
no higher than five storeys

● Taz Loomans urban planner and writer Portland, Oregon believes that they reduce 
chance encounters ‘because they separate people from the street and each other'. He
says these chance encounters ‘are crucial to the city and to creating social capital’.
'Towers create silos   -  physical,social and psychological '

● UBC professor Patrick Condon maintains that they equate to vertical urban
sprawl :  'High rise apartments deliver the same isolation seen in suburban sprawl , but
in a vertical rather than horizontal perspective'. 



Reasons for not encouraging high-rise development (2)
● Athough there is a common perception that tall buildings must be green

because they accommodate higher densities they are extremely inefficient.

● World renowned architect and  designer and  of more sustainable taller
buildings,  Ken Yeang, believes that skyscrapers are one of the most
unecological building types because of all the energy and materials used to
build them and to operate. We shouldn't build skyscrapers unless we have to,' 
he asserts. 

● Although he recognises that skyscrapers  have won Energy and
Environmental  Design  awards  they are buildings with ‘environmental add
ons’ and what you should be considering is ‘a simpler form of building in the
first place. Skyscrapers can never achieve true sustainability’.

● Ideally, if the Government was serious about developing a carbon neutral
city it would pare back the number of tall towers it is allowing in the city and
at least stop their development in locations where only the worst outcomes
can be expected : e.g along high streets, the more historically sensitive
parts of the city  along major arterial roads where there are  significant
health risks to  resident populations .



Factor 2: The intended character for the Centre              

With a 'village' instead of a 'CBD'  character there will be :

● Less  traffic congestion problems:

–  In 2010 it was found that only 12% of all workers in
Melbourne who live within 500 metres of a tram stop actually
commuted by tram (refer to 'Making public transport work in
Melbourne' , David McCloskey,Bob Birrell and Rose Yip)

– As a consequence higher densities will create greater traffic
congestion 

● Fewer parking issues

● Fewer living  problems associated with high- rise developments
(already discussed)

● Greater opportunities for place making  and creating much
visited destinations

●  Fewer interface issues



  

PROMOTING A VILLAGE CHARACTER:  Mid-rise development
successfully integrated into the streetscape. Malvern Rd Melbourne  

 



  

PROMOTING A VILLAGE CHARACTER: Facade treatment on the new
building complements the character of older buildings 

 



  

PROMOTING A VILLAGE CHARACTER:The upper level setback reduces the
impact of the 5 storey building from the street

 



  

PROMOTING A VILLAGE CHARACTER: Horizontal slats over
windows at the rear of the building restict viewing into adjoining

properties 

 



Factor 3:  Decisions  taken with new  retail/commercial
                formats & support given to existing businesses

● Generally, new retail formats should be supported as long as they don't adversely
affect the character and amenity of the existing high street and adjoining areas.

● Disappointing that the govt  hasn't considered importance of supporting local
businesses 

– Compared to chain stores these businesses reclycle a much larger share of their revenue
back into the local economy 

– Local stores sustain vibrant , compact more walkable , less car dependent, high amenity
environments 

– Local businesses build strong local communities 

● Disappointing too that Govt hasn't done what the GLA has done and look at ways of
strengthening role of high streets (refer to Portas review)

– Put in place a “Town Team”: a visionary, strategic and strong operational management team 
– Create experiences different to the ones consumers can get online or in shopping malls. e.g.

include health food shops, arts & crafts stores, wine bars etc 
– Give business rate concessions to new local businesses
– Focus on making high streets accessible,attractive and safe 
– Promote the inclusion of the High Street in Neighbourhood Plans 



  

The Greater London Authority has actually identified its traditional high
streets and has strategies to protect and revitalise them. Adelaide needs to

do the same



  

NEW RETAIL/COMMERCIAL FORMATS: Shared workspaces for startups.
freelancers and creatives should be supported

  



  

NEW RETAIL/COMMERCIAL FORMATS:   Shared workspace in a London
High Street

 



  

Factor 4: Action taken in relation to new or old big boxes

● Large numbers of apartments are being developed along high
streets and this is attracting big box developments (The Age 15 Mar
2014).  

● Conglomerations of big box developments are not acceptable in
traditional high streets .

● Where single box developments are considered appropriate, the
majority of the associated parking should be underground or in
discreetly designed and  located one to two level structured car
parks.

● Large blank walls of big box developments should be relieved with
changes in roof line, recesses and projections of walling, windows,
awnings and arcades.

● Smaller retail buildings which are part of the principal building
should face the high street and should have windows and separate
entrances facing the street.



  

Woolworths Walkerville Tce - finely grained shops and businesses front
the high street and mask the big box behind

 



 Encourage the redevelopment  those old big box stores
which don't have an active street frontage  



  

 Woolworths, Walkerville Terrace – a potentially long blank wall broken up with
roof and verandah changes 

 



   Factor 5: How online shopping issues are dealt with  

● State Government hasn't  addressed this issue in the 30 Year Plan

● An effective  way of reducing the impact of online shopping is to
make high streets very attractive destinations to visit

● ''The malls that are doing well tend to be ''destinations''. Those that
aren’t tend to be places where people just go shopping.Those places that
were places where people simply went to the store in order to purchase
something are the places feeling the real brunt of that online competition.''

        Tim Worstall, Forbes.com, Economics and Finance,  4th Jan 2105

● ''Neither internet shopping nor out of town retail are going away............
but the high street can offer so much more: a bustling centre to a
community, where people can gather for cultural, entertainment and
social activities as well as shopping, eating, and evening activities.' 

        UK Dept for Communities and Local Government: 



FACTOR 6:   Action taken with new and old development
                      forms  

● It would be preferable to consider the redevelopment of the
whole or at least larger parts of the centre than allow
piecemeal redevelopment of individual sites

● Incentives will be needed for renovators/developers

● There are many examples throughout the world of chain
retailers accepting less obtrusive development forms   



  

 

New development forms  : a new McDonalds store in Kolm, Germany  

After McDonald’s redesigned the interiors  and exteriors of most restaurants  in
Germany to reposition itself as a bastion of environmental friendliness it’s now
planning a big redesign of its restaurants worldwide. February 8, 2012 in Like Share Add.

 



New development forms  :  contemporary storefront designs  

 



New development forms: contemporary storefronts 

 



Old development forms : In some cases only minor modifications
may be necessary  



Old development forms : In some cases demolition may be the only
solution  



Old development forms : old uses which don't have an active street
frontage should be encouraged to redevelop 



FACTOR 7: The scope to redevelop and/or reconfigure large surface
car parks   

● Car parks in front of buildings create physical and psychological barriers to the
building

●  Buildings placed close to the street frame the public space and create more
welcoming and pedestrian-friendly streetscapes that attract users

●  The location of major parking areas behind buildings in high streets is vital

● On-street parking can play a vital part in a streetscape, fostering a more vibrant
pedestrian commercial environmnet . It is also useful to calm vehicle speeds,
enhance the perception of safety for pedestrians and minimise the number of
off street car parks required 

● Parking areas, particularly those at grade ,take up space create additional hard
surfaces and reduce pedestrian connectivity between areas  



One of  the large obtrusive car parks in the centre 



  

These areas if not redeveloped should have more effective landscape
screening 
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Woolworth's main street Stirling – surface car park  at the front of the store
doesn't dominate the  streetscape 

 



  

Decked or structured car parks can provide a solution but not this one at the St
Agnes Shopping Centre  which is poorly sited  
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Typical example  of  landscape screening of car parks across Adelaide - BWS
Glen Osmond Road   

 



  

Factor 8: How effectively outdoor advertising signs and structures can
be controlled

● Signs should be compatible with the scale, character and design of the
building on which they are displayed. Signs above verandah level need to
be careful controlled to ensure that they don't detract from the design and
appearance of buildings and the streetscape.

● Signage clutter, including signs in multiple formats, should be avoided as it
not only detracts from individual buildings but reduces the effectiveness of
individual signs. Repetitive signs should be avoided.

● Sky signs should not be allowed unless they are displayed in a positive way
to create continuity of the building form within the streetscape. Illuminated
signs should not impair the amenity of adjoining residential areas.

● Whole buildings or large portions of buildings should not be painted in
corporate colours.

● For the most part, signs in the high street should be oriented towards the
pedestrian and as a consequence they do not need to be large .



''We get a lot of letters about how
aggressive some signs are," ............. .

Regular shoppers know where
supermarkets are and don't need to be

told so vigorously". English Heritage 



  

Unley Central – Unley Road – this signage, with unsightly sign supports, is not
sympathetic to the scale and character of the existing streetscape 

 



  

Multiple signs and sign formats creates signage clutter

 



  

Target store, Portland Oregon – advertising on this store doesn’t detract from
the existing character of the building or streetscape.

 



  

Closer view

 



  

Volvo showrooms with apartments above, Malvern Road, Melbourne 

 



  

Same showrooms  -  advertising literature 



  

FACTOR 9 : How open space is used  

● ''As towns increasingly compete with one another to attract
investment, the presence of good parks, squares, gardens
and other public spaces becomes a vital business and
marketing tool ''

● ''Companies are attracted to locations that offer well-
designed,well-managed public places and these in turn attract
customers, employees and services.''

● '' In town centres,a pleasant and well-maintained environment
increases the number of people visiting retail areas, otherwise
known as ‘footfall’. 

           From the ''Value of Public Space'',  UK Commission for Architecture and the
Built Environment (CABE)



Connections to existing open spaces could be improved  



Cafe/library  on the norther boundary of the Soldier's Memorial Park? 



Factor 10 : How heritage values are preserved 

●  The scale and contextual treatment of new developments should be informed
  by heritage properties in the area 

●  When a tall building is located adjacent to a lower-scale heritage property
 new  base buildings should be designed to respect the urban grain, scale,
setbacks, proportions, visual relationships, topography, and materials of
the historic context; the    existing heritage character should be integrated
into the base building through  high-quality, contemporary design cues

●  Facadism should be strongly discouraged and commercial franchise
 businesses using standard building designs should not be located in or near
 heritage buildings.

●   Replication of historic detail from adjacent heritage commercial buildings or
  other earlier styles of buildings should not be used in the design of infill
 buildings. 

●   Contemporary detailing that is sympathetic to the heritage buildings should
  be used and signage should be designed to highlight the architectural
  features of the building.



  

Warick Fabrics - Wright Street city - a successful blending of old with new in
terms of building heights and finished matrials  

 



  

Generally, rooftop additions to low rise heritage buildings are not
appropriate.  282-284 Bay St Brighton Melbourne 

 Rejected by Council 
Approved by VCAT   



  

Proposal for 1 North Terrace, Adelaide.   There shouldn't be stark contrasts
in the scale & height of new  buildings that abut heritage  properties . Here
the 24 storey towers overwhelm the existing 3 story heritage building. (Part
demolition of the state heritage complex is also required) 

 (approved by DAC - opposed by the delegate of
the Minister for Sustainability,Environmnet and

Conservation )



  

Summary 
In my opinion the best outcomes for the Unley Centre will be
achieved if :

● High-rise developments are kept out
● A village instead of a CBD character is adopted
● Only new retail commercial formats are accepted which preserve

the character and amenity of the high street & adjoining areas
● Appropriate incentives are provided for the redevelopment of

existing retail and commercial premises which detract from the
village character of the centre 

● Appropriate action is  taken to reduce the blighting effects  of
large surface car parks & outdoor advertising signs 

● Maximum advantage is taken of existing open spaces 
● Heritage values are preserved    
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